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THE PROJECT

II Interregional meeting of MOMAr

    

The European project MOMAr (Models of Management for Singular Rural
Heritage) of Interreg Europe held its second Interregional meeting in the form
of an online seminar due to the pandemic. The event took place from 11-13
November, under the title: “Heritage beyond tourism, a sustainable future” and was
hosted by the partner Province of Groningen. 

The call was a success, registering more than 70 participants in the first opened
session and 40 in the second. 

Impact of COVID in the heritage management field

The final session of the II Interregional meeting was dedicated to the impact of COVID in

the heritage management field with the participation of Valerie Magar, unit manager at

the International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of Cultural

Property (ICCROM) and different stakeholders from Zaragoza province and Saxony-

Anhalt. The event also counted with a presentation of Keep On Interreg Europe project by

Malgorzata Steckiewicz, its spokeswoman. 

THE INTERVIEW

"Our churches are beacons of meaning, they keep a
village society together and welcome visitors as a cultural

heritage tourist destination"

Groningen Historic Churches Foundation has the goal to protect, restore, and maintain

religious cultural heritage situated in the province of Groningen (the Netherlands) as well

as to enhance interest and share knowledge of it. Nowadays, the foundation manages 96

churches, 9 towers, and 57 churchyards. They are also one of MOMAr's stakeholders.

We conversed with Patty Wageman, director of the Foundation, to learn about their

model of management for this singular heritage.

Good practice workshop

Partners from MOMAr met in an internal

workshop to work together on the

preparation of good practices for the next

Interregional Event for Exchange of

Experience, which will take place in Mehedinti

County in Romania next semester. The focus

will be on the topic ‘From theory to practice,

experimental models of management

tested’.

MOMAr tour in Daroca Region
(Zaragoza)

The Provincial Government of Zaragoza

(DPZ) fulfilled a MOMAr tour in Campo de

Daroca region, consisting of a formal

meeting to define some key lines to be

developed during the next period within the

scope of the MOMAr project, and a visit to

Palacio de los Luna, an important piece of

Mudejar architecture.

MOMAr, part of Transromanica
online meeting

This September, MOMAr’s project was part of

the agenda on the Transromanica online

meeting, which represented a great

opportunity to present MOMAr and has more

people involved. Transromanica is a member

of the regional stakeholder group in Saxony-

Anhalt (Germany). 

DPZ meets with the
stakeholder ADRAE

The Provincial Government of Zaragoza

organized in September a meeting with

the local action group of the Ribera Alta del

Ebro region, ADRAE, in the village of

Gallur. During the meeting, various synergies

were established in which joint work points

will be sought with the different university-

level stakeholders participating in the project.

Interreg community meets in
Saxony-Anhalt

MOMAr’s partner, Ministry of Regional

Development and Transport of Saxony-

Anhalt (Germany), hosted together with

the Ministry of Economics, Science and

Digitization, and the EU Service Agency of

the Interreg Community a face to face

meeting in Saxony- Anhalt.  

Exchange of experience for
Heritage Label

Corsican Regional Authority held

its stakeholder meeting to exchange good

practices and feedback from

the experiences of the island partners that

are working in the protection and

enhancement of heritage, to learn about

different methodologies and approaches.

These exchanges will then focus on the

Heritage Label project. 11 stakeholders

assisted from diverse fields.  

RERA celebrates its second
stakeholder meeting

Regional Development Agency of South

Bohemia held its second stakeholder meeting

this semester with the aim of launching

closer cooperation with regional authority

and learn about more good

practice examples of the region. The

meeting took place in the regional authority

office, Department of Cultural Heritage

Management.

MOMAr's AGENDA

Upcoming Events

MOMAr partner's workshop 
21-01-2021

Stakeholder Meeting of Provincial Government of Zaragoza
28-01-2021

Stakeholders meeting of Ministry for Regional Development and
Transport of Saxony-Anhalt

28-01-2021

RERA a.s meeting with National Heritage Authority
02-2021

III Interregional Meeting in Mehedinti County (online session)
24-03- 2021 / 25-03-2021

 
MOMAr Tour in Costa Verde and Alta Rocca (Corsica)

02-2021 / 03-2021

Study Visit in Province of Groningen 
Ongoing

Study Visit in Mehedinti County
Ongoing
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